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Trump says Arizona Supreme Court abortion ruling went too far




Trump says Arizona Supreme Court abortion ruling went too far




[image: Kari Lake at a campaign rally in Queen Creek, Ariz.]Justin Sullivan / Getty Images file 

Arizona Republicans distance themselves from ruling on 1864 abortion law




State Supreme Court rules Arizona's 160-year-old, near-total abortion ban is enforceable
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Consumer price growth accelerated in March, adding to cloudy picture for U.S. economy
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WATCH
What rising inflation means for mortgage rates, interest and more




Inflation in America: Where are prices rising and falling?
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House Republicans are in chaos again as conservatives derail a key surveillance bill




House Republicans are in chaos again as conservatives derail a key surveillance bill




House Speaker Mike Johnson to deliver remarks with Trump on 'election integrity'




'On life support': Senate Republicans are prepared to sink the child tax credit bill
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In the wake of IDF retreat, Gazans sift through the rubble for the bodies of their dead 




In the wake of IDF retreat, Gazans sift through the rubble for the bodies of their dead 




Hamas leader Ismail Haniyeh says 3 of his sons were killed in an Israeli airstrike in Gaza
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Boeing whistleblower says the Dreamliner 787 could 'break apart' because of safety flaws, report says 
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WATCH
FAA says it's investigating the new whistleblower claims




Engine cover of Southwest Airlines plane comes off during takeoff





[image: A Boeing 787-9 Dreamliner taxis after concluding its first flight at Boeing Field in Seattle]Stephen Brashear / Getty Images file 






Michigan school shooting victim's mother says Crumbleys' sentencing 'sends message to parents'




Michigan school shooting victim's mother says Crumbleys' sentencing 'sends message to parents'




Parents of Michigan school shooter Ethan Crumbley both sentenced to 10-15 years for involuntary manslaughter





[image: Nicole Beausoleil, mother of Madisyn Baldwin, reads her victim impact statement during the sentencing hearing for James and Jennifer Crumbley on April 9, 2024.]Mandi Wright / Detroit Free Press / USA Today Network








'What's up, brother?': How a rising livestreamer's celebrations made it to the big leagues
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U.S. news

Chad Daybell labeled anyone who got in his way as 'zombies,' prosecution says in opening statements
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Haunting sonar images show Baltimore bridge wreckage at bottom of channel




[image: Michael Corey Jenkins, left, and Eddie Terrell Parker at the Thad Cochran United States Courthouse in Jackson, Miss.]Rogelio V. Solis / AP

6 Mississippi 'Goon Squad' officers sentenced to 15 to 45 years on state charges for torture of 2 Black men   





[image: Chad Daybell enters the courtroom during his preliminary hearing in St. Anthony, Idaho, on Aug. 3, 2020.]John Roark / Pool via AP file



Passenger lands single-engine plane after Duke professor piloting aircraft has fatal midair medical emergency 




Strong storms tear through the South leaving over 200K without power
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Amanda Knox faces slander retrial over  accusing bar owner of murder
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[image: Vika Chen in a cafe in Beijing, on March 28, 2024]Fred Dufour / NBC News

China's middle class rode an economic 'miracle' — now they're struggling to hang on




The U.S. and Japan will announce a historic upgrade in security ties to counter China





[image: Amanda Knox during her trial in Perugia, Italy]Oli Scarff / Getty Images file 



A filthy river Seine could force Paris to cancel an iconic Olympics event




At least 5 dead after fire tears through Hong Kong building
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Biden says he is 'considering' Australia's request to end Julian Assange's prosecution
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U.S. Capitol Police hires prosecutors to investigate threats against lawmakers




Trump allies forge ahead with long-shot pressure campaign to shift Nebraska’s electoral votes




Florida Gov. Ron DeSantis privately tells donors he plans to fundraise for Trump





[image: Assange speaks to the media from the balcony]Jack Taylor / Getty Images file



Ex-Trump CFO Allen Weisselberg sentenced to 5 months for perjury in Trump civil fraud trial




Independent Cornel West taps professor Melina Abdullah as presidential running mate
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Congress
'On life support': Senate Republicans are prepared to sink the child tax credit bill
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Guns in America
Michigan school shooting victim's mother says Crumbleys' sentencing 'sends message to parents'
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Jay Leno granted conservatorship of his wife's estate following dementia diagnosis
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'Joker: Folie à Deux' trailer gets suicide warning on YouTube
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Renee Zellweger is coming back as Bridget Jones for a fourth film
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EPA imposes first national limits on 'forever chemicals' in drinking water
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Innovation
Waymo will launch paid robotaxi service in Los Angeles
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Dove pledges to never represent ‘real bodies’ with AI in advertising
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California judge dismisses one of 'Are We Dating the Same Guy?' lawsuits
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Markets
Trump Media stock erases all gains since it began trading as DJT shares fall again
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NFL season will kick off with a Friday night game in Brazil between Packers and Eagles
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Tara VanDerveer retires as Stanford women's hoops coach after setting NCAA wins record this year
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Women outshine men in NCAA final TV viewership
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John Calipari steps down at Kentucky to become Arkansas head basketball coach
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Peter Higgs, who proposed the existence of the 'God particle,' has died at 94
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Swiss women score a landmark climate win in a court decision that could ripple across Europe
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Climate in Crisis
Heat-trapping carbon dioxide and methane levels in the air last year spiked to record highs again 
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OUT News
U.S. women’s soccer association says it supports LGBTQ rights after player's social media posts
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New research helps explain why lesbians report more orgasms than straight women
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OUT Health and Wellness
Behind the movement that brought homosexuality — and psychiatry's power — to a vote 50 years ago
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U.S. news
Black couple rented to a Chinese American family when nobody would. Now, they're donating $5M to Black community. 
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Asian America
Father sues Texas Hindu temple, alleging it branded 11-year-old with hot iron
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Asian America
Rumors of Avantika playing a live-action Rapunzel spark racist backlash online
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Asian America
The pictures didn’t even rattle: Earthquake veterans unfazed by East Coast tremor
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NBCBLK
Billy Dee Williams defends blackface, says actors 'should do anything' they want to do
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Racial diversity among college faculty lags behind other professional fields, report finds
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NBCBLK
Idaho police are investigating racist harassment of Utah women’s basketball team
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Immigration
Desperate young Guatemalans try to reach the U.S., even after migrant relatives' horrific deaths 
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Latino
Mexico releases video of Ecuadorian police raiding its embassy in Quito
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Latino
Children of migrant workers become college-bound tutors under a successful local program
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